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Dedication
To God for my imagination
If you want to go on an alien quest,
You have to bring WEAPONS!

Only use weapons on the ones too dangerous to catch!
Bring a camera to be a real hunter.
You need a jacket, shoes, and scarf. Don’t forget your pants!
It will take patience to catch an alien.
Bring this book!
(How to Catch an Alien)
Watch out for the alien's pets. They are dangerous with laser beams.
Watch out for flying saucers and rainbow source.
You need to pack snacks and toilet water - just kidding, don't bring toilet water! Bring bottled water!
Don't go near them if they crash.
They could be nice or they could be mean and bad.
You will need to learn alien language.

Bla la la la la la la
Stay far away!
They could act like a T-Rex and eat you!
Don't forget your binoculars, flashlight, and a torch.
Most importantly, don't forget the CAGE!
The End